
Python in the VE

VE Scripts – accessing results 

We need to know what method and arguments to use to access results. We also need to navigate the model 
object tree to the objects we want to get the results for. Once we get the results we need to know the units 
utilised (results files store results in  fixed metric un its; VistaPro processes this data to present it to suit user 
preferences and with a sensible magnitude; so the u nits you see in Vis taPro are not necess arily the units in  the 
results file). The PINT module has a predefined dataset (or registry) that can handle unit convers ions

How to access Apache simulation results (APS, HTG, CLG files) at d ifferent levels in the model & carry out unit 
conversions using the PINT module. This example also demonstrates simple practical code structuring and 
commenting code 

Why? 

What?

Import modules ...
We import UnitRegistry from the 
PINT package; this is  a class in which 
units & their relationships are defined

Properly s tructuring & commenting 
your code will help maintenance and 
others to read and check your work. 
To find out more about s tyle search 
for Guides PEP 20  & PEP 8. Regarding 
commenting essentially:

 Use triple quotes """  for multi-
line comments

 Use a # for single line 
comments

 Do not use in-line mark-up 
cha rs *  ̀| _ in text as these do 
not wo rk with automated 
documentation tools

 Follo w the example for title, 
fu nctions, # comments etc.

 Use white space to aid 
readability

Properly s tructuring your code will 
make it easy to read, debug and re-
use. This example p laces self-
contained (or repeated) code chunks 
in functions bounded by the def and 
return keywords. The chunk of co de is 
indented. Functions  are defined 
ahead of use ...

We call the Resultsreader method  
get_results to get the model level 
results. This method requires apache 
, display names & e or l level flag as 
arguments; use the Vars & Units 
script to get these. The user guide 
provides a useful table for what 
methods should be called ...

Sample output:

A list is printed out as [ …… ]

Each function can return only one 
value or none; this can be any Python 
object (so you can use a list). Here we 
have also used a max function in-line 
to return the max value in  the BL list

In this function we pass two 
arguments. Note that variables in 
each function are local and not 
accessible outside the function 

We then use the iterable bodies list to 
loop through the rooms in the model 
and the ResultsReader 
get_room_results method & z level 
flag to get room level results

As we want the max room temp of all 
rooms we find the max for each 
room, add it to a new list then call 
max() on this new list

We use the iterable bodies list to loop 
through the rooms in the model 

We use the ResultsReader 
get_opening_results method & o 
level flag to get opening level results

For the room we get a surfaces list

We then use the iterable openings list 
to loop through the openings in each 
surface

We define an instance of the P INT 
UnitRegistry class and assign it to a 
variable

We get the current units schema set 
by the user in the VE

We create an instance of the 
ResultsReader class using the 
selected aps file as the parameter & 
assign it to a variable

We get the current project, assign it 
to a variable, then get the real model, 
then get a lis t of body objects (rooms)

We call the functions  we defined 
above passing in  the required 
arguments

We ‘cast’ the variables from a float 
into a new ureg type that contains a 
float and units

You can use print statements to 
output data to check the code is 
doing what you expect at different 
points in the nested loops

If you print out the ‘cast’ variable you 
will see a float & units like this 
9462.486328125 watt

We use an IF statement to check the 
units set in the VE then access the 
cast variables float part by using the 
attribute .mag nitude
We also get ureg to handle 
conversions using the 
.to(‘units_string’) method where 
units_string  is the target units we 
require. Note how this is not just 
about metric to IP but also about the 
number value prefix as shown by this 
W to kW example

Finally we close the Resultsreader 
object

If there are no openings on a surface 
an empty list is returned. As this is 
still an iterable data type a Python 
error is not raised, but as there are no 
values  in the list it does not iterate 
through the for-loop

If you are not sure what something is 
print it out … this example output 
confirms it is a VEGeometry object at  
an address in memory. To access 
what this object contains  we will 
need VEGeometry methods

The example output we have created 
should now match that in VistaPro; 
you can open VistaPro to check whilst 
the script editor is open

We have passed an argument results 
in to the function

We then use the iterable surfaces list 
to loop through the surfaces in the 
room

IESFilePicker can be revised to also 
include htg & clg results  files  if 
required; see API examples
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